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PREFACE This document describes how new applications can be created in Red5. It applies to the new API introduced by Red5 0.4.



T HE APPLICATION DIRECTORY Red5 stores all application definitions as folders inside the "webapps" directory beneath the root of Red5. So the first thing you will have to do in order to create a new application, is to create a new subfolder in "webapps". By convention this folder should get the same name the application will be reached later. Inside your new application, you will need a folder "WEB-INF" containing configuration files about the classes to use. You can use the templates provided by Red5 in the folder "doc/templates/myapp". During the start of Red5, all folders inside "webapps" are searched for a directory "WEB-INF" containing the configuration files.



CONFIGURATION The main configuration file that is loaded is "web.xml". It contains the following parameters:



GLOBALSCOPE The name of the global scope, this should be left at the default:



 globalScope default 



CONTEXTCONFIGLOCATION Specifies the name(s) of handler configuration files for this application. The handler configuration files reference the classes that are used to notify the application about joining / leaving clients and that provide the methods a client can call. Additionally, the handler configuration files specify the scope hierarchy for these classes. The path name given here can contain wildcards to load multiple files:



 contextConfigLocation /WEB-INF/red5-*.xml 



LOCATORFACTORYSELECTOR References the configuration file of the root application context which usually is "red5.xml":



 locatorFactorySelector red5.xml 
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PARENTCONTEXTKEY Name of the parent context, this usually is "default.context":



 parentContextKey default.context 



LOG4JCONFIGLOCATION Path to the configuration file for the logging subsystem:



 log4jConfigLocation /WEB-INF/log4j.properties 



WEBAPPROOTKEY Unique name for this application, should be the public name:



 webAppRootKey /myapp 



HANDLER CONFIGURATION Every handler configuration file must contain at least three beans:



CONTEXT The context bean has the reserved name web.context and is used to map paths to scopes, lookup services and handlers. The default class for this is org.red5.server.Context. By default this bean is specified as:







Every application can only have one context. However this context can be shared across multiple scopes.



SCOPES Every application needs at least one scope that links the handler to the context and the server. The scopes can be used to build a tree where clients can connect to every node and share objects inside this scope (like shared objects or live streams). You can see the scopes as rooms or instances. The default scope usually has the name web.scope, but the name can be chosen arbitrarily. The bean has the following properties: server This references the global server red5.server. parent References the parent for this scope and usually is global.scope. context The server context for this scope, use the web.context from above. handler The handler for this scope (see below). contextPath The path to use when connecting to this scope. virtualHosts A comma separated list of hostnames or ip addresses this scope runs at. A sample definition looks like this:



       



You can move the values for contextPath and virtualHosts to a separate properties file and use parameters. In that case you need another bean:
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class="org.springframework.beans.factory.config.PropertyPlaceholderConfigurer">  



Assuming a red5-web.properties containing the following data:



webapp.contextPath=/myapp webapp.virtualHosts=localhost, 127.0.0.1



the properties of the scope can now be changed to:



 



The contextPath specified in the configuration can be seen as "root" path of the scope. You can add additional elements after the configured path when connecting to dynamically create extra scopes. These extra scopes all use the same handler but have their own properties, shared objects and live streams.



HANDLERS Every context needs a handler that implements the methods called when a client connects to the scope, leaves it and that contains additional methods that can be called by the client. The interface these handlers need to implement is specified by org.red5.server.api.IScopeHandler, however you can implement other interfaces if you want to control access to shared objects or streams. A sample implementation that can be used as base class can be found at org.red5.server.adapter.ApplicationAdapter. Please refer to the javadoc documentation for further details. The bean for a scope handler is configured by:







The id attribute is referenced by the scope definition above. If you don't need any special server-side logic, you can use the default application handler provided by Red5:







SAMPLE HANDLER A sample handler can be implemented in a few lines of code:



package the.path.to.my; import org.red5.server.adapter.ApplicationAdapter; public class Application extends ApplicationAdapter { public Double add(Double a, Double b){ return a + b; } }



Assuming the sample configuration above, you can call this method using the following ActionScript snippet:



nc = new NetConnection(); nc.connect("rtmp://localhost/myapp"); nc.onResult = function(obj) { trace("The result is " + obj); } nc.call("add", nc, 1, 2);



This should give you the output:



The result is 3



Add Comment



T HIS IS IN FACT A QUESTION NOT A COMMENT Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-05-24 05:29:58
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Can you please specify how to compile the java file of the application. Cause i created the file Application.java with this content: package org.red5.server.webapp.myapp; import org.red5.server.adapter.ApplicationAdapter; public class Application extends ApplicationAdapter { public Double add(Double a, Double b){ return a + b; } } I compiled successfully form the console (Windows XP) with the command: javac -classpath "e:Program FilesRed5libred5.jar" -d . Application.java But i have the following problem at the compilation of red5: Error registering bean with name 'web.handler' defined in ServletContext resource [/WEB-INF/red5-web.xml]: Bean class [org.red5.server.webapp.myapp.Application] not found; nested exception is java.lang.ClassNotFoundException: org.red5.server.webapp.myapp.Application even though i ensured that the compiled class is int the directory: myapp/WEB-INF/classes/org.red5.server.webapp.myapp Thank you very much. You are doing a great job. I understand if you can't answer to this message. My email address: [email protected]



Reply to this



Replies to this comment I found the sollution (Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-05-24 07:27:08)



DOUBLE Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-07-07 21:09:33 Using Double as an access identifier in Windows throws an error, double (lowercase D) must be used.



Reply to this



Replies to this comment Works for me (Posted by magog at 2006-07-09 14:28:27) fmetunhh (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-08-18 05:22:20)



SCOPES Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-08-08 16:26:42 Can I add and configure childrenscopes from red5-web.xml?
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Replies to this comment Sure (Posted by magog at 2006-08-30 18:18:12) bbafjfxv (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-09-09 10:05:17)



SHORT LINUX/DEBIAN HOWTO TO GET THE EXAMPLE WORK Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-08-13 23:07:27 a short howto that worked fine for me on a debian sarge system. 1.) copy /usr/lib/red5/webapps/oflaDemo to e.g. /usr/lib/red5/webapps/myTest 2.) adjust 'contextPath' in /usr/lib/red5/webapps/myTest/WEB-INF/red5-web.properties  webapp.contextPath=/myTest webapp.virtualHosts=*, localhost, localhost:8088, 127.0.0.1:8088  3.) adjust the 'web.handler' in /usr/lib/red5/webapps/myTest/WEB-INF/red5-web.xml              
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value="${webapp.contextPath}" />      4.) change the 'webAppRootKey' in /usr/lib/red5/webapps/myTest/WEB-INF/web.xml  ...... .... ... .. .. . .  webAppRootKey /myTest  . . . .. . .... .. ..... ....  5.) Create the demo java file 'Application.java' and compile it CLASSPATH=/usr/lib/red5/:/usr/lib/red5/lib/ export CLASSPATH linuxserver:/usr/lib/red5/webapps/myTest/WEB-INF/lib# javac -classpath ../../../../red5.jar -d . Application.java  package org.red5.server.webapp.myTest; import org.red5.server.adapter.ApplicationAdapter; public class Application extends ApplicationAdapter { public String test(String val){ log.debug("test called on: "+getName()); return val + val; } public Double add(Double a, Double b){ return a + b; } }  linuxserver:/usr/lib/red5/webapps/myTest/WEB-INF/lib# jar -cmf myTest.jar MANIFEST.MF org/red5/server/webapp/myTest/Application.class  Manifest-Version: 1.0 Ant-Version: Apache Ant 1.6.5 Created-By: 1.5.0_06-b05 (Sun Microsystems Inc.) Class-Path: ../../../../red5.jar  6.) start this great server and you're done! linuxserver:/usr/lib/red5# ./red5.sh Jochen's example  nc = new NetConnection(); nc.connect("rtmp://linuxserver/myTest"); nc.onResult = function(obj) { trace("The result is " + obj); } nc.call("add", nc, 1, 2); nc.call("test", nc, "Hello World");  should work now! for all java beginners like me!!



Reply to this



Replies to this comment I can't get this to work ... (Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-09-05 11:10:41) rtmp (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-02-22 02:47:15) Last Step of short linux/debian HOWTO to get the example work (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-05-20 19:34:24) one change in step 5 (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-12-19 05:41:28)



CREATE NEW APPLICATION ,HELP!!! Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-08-22 03:47:00 Red5 stores all application definitions as folders inside the "webapps" directory beneath the root of Red5. So the first thing you will have to do in order to create a new application, is to create a new subfolder in "webapps". but can i create a new appliction do not inside the "webapps" directory ? how to do it ? thank you !



Reply to this



Replies to this comment Stupid thing (Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-10-04 12:37:33)
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FLASH PLAYER 9 IS NOT SUPPORTED. Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-10-07 04:03:11 Flash player 8 AS2 code worked properly, but not AS3 sample for Flash player 9. Look at this code: package { import flash.display.Sprite; import flash.net.NetConnection; import flash.net.Responder; import flash.text.TextField; import flash.events.SecurityErrorEvent; import flash.events.NetStatusEvent; public class red5_test extends Sprite { private var nc:NetConnection; public function red5_test() { nc = new NetConnection(); nc.addEventListener(NetStatusEvent.NET_STATUS, netStatusHandler); nc.addEventListener(SecurityErrorEvent.SECURITY_ERROR, securityErrorHandler); nc.connect ("rtmp://localhost/myapp"); } private function netStatusHandler(event:NetStatusEvent):void { switch (event.info.code) { case "NetConnection.Connect.Success": nc.call("add", new Responder(onResult, onStatus), 1, 2); break; default: printText(event.info.code); } } private function securityErrorHandler(event:SecurityErrorEvent):void { printText("securityErrorHandler: " + event); } public function onResult(obj:Object):void { printText("The result is " + obj); } public function onStatus(obj:Object):void { printText("The status is " + obj); } public function printText(text:String):void { var tr:TextField=new TextField(); addChild(tr); tr.text='red5_test: '+text; tr.x=50; tr.y=50; tr.width=500; } } } The result is "red5_test: NetConnection.Connect.Failed".



Reply to this



Replies to this comment (Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-11-06 11:50:16) You might be wrong (Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-11-09 19:54:42)



1161473441 Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-10-22 01:30:41 After following the linux instruction I get the following error while compiling. Application.java:3: cannot access org.red5.server.adapter.ApplicationAdapter bad class file: ../../../red5.jar (org/red5/server/adapter/ApplicationAdapter.class) class file has wrong version 49.0, should be 48.0 Please remove or make sure it appears in the correct subdirectory of the classpath. import org.red5.server.adapter.ApplicationAdapter; ^ 1 error



Reply to this



Replies to this comment Wrong Java version (Posted by magog at 2006-11-15 00:06:39)



FLASH9 SUPPORT
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Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-11-06 11:51:50 Hello, Why Flash9 isn't supported yet? You know users will always upgrade to a newer version of Flash. Thank you, Arab http://www.WeArab.Net/



Reply to this



Replies to this comment Flash9 _is_ supported (Posted by magog at 2006-11-15 00:09:39)



HOW TO CREATE AND USE SO Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-11-14 15:33:28 Can you please describe how to create and use SharedObjects?



Reply to this



Replies to this comment Check out the migration guide (Posted by magog at 2006-11-15 00:05:57)



SOMETHING WRONG.. Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-11-16 15:03:58 Could it be that there is something wrong with "client.getId()" ?? i got the following error --- INFO | jvm 1 | Caused by: java.lang.NullPointerException INFO | jvm 1 | at demo.Application.joinUser(Application.java:58) --- public int joinUser(String nick) { IConnection conn = Red5.getConnectionLocal(); IScope room = getMyRoom(conn); // functions witch get room and client IClient client = getMyClient(conn); // the way its explained in the tutorial ISharedObject so = getSharedObject(room, "Userlist"); so.setAttribute("user_" + client.getId(), nick); << line 58 return count; } --- at the first time the code works but if another user joins i get this error... or if i logout and login again ps: i hope you understand what i mean ;-)



DOCUTILS SYSTEM MESSAGES Reply to this



Replies to this comment (Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-11-16 15:04:59)



GREAT EXAMPLES Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-11-21 18:33:13 would be great to get one or two examples with recordset and shared objects usages
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I DIDN'T GET WHAT YOU ARE SAYING HERE Posted by Anonymous User at 2006-12-12 14:21:04 Hi, In the Explaination they assumes that we know something about the RED5 config and where to wrote code. I am a newbie to RED5. So i don't know Where should i wrote the Codes, Even i don't know the platform(JAVA/ Flash) the codes are similar to flash also.... I am get confused... Please explain step by step procedure to Start a Simple Application... including the folder struct
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Replies to this comment Trying to understand... (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-01-12 01:42:05)



ABOUT



JAVA



Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-01-01 03:28:35 Can i use Red5 and make a new application and connect to it without i know Java ....? i have FMS skills i copied the from the template the folder called myapp and i made fla file and i made Net connection and i tried to trace the status of net connection its always Failed don't know why
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Replies to this comment Can I speak french without knowing the french language? (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-03-17 17:23:30)



RUNNING ACTIONSCRIPT SNIPPET Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-01-12 04:04:43 Some information about how to create and run the actionscript in Flash would help for us Flash novices.



Reply to this



1169565847 Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-01-23 16:24:07 i have to say, what a joke this effort is. so much confusion, settings, WAY too hard to setup and not worth it when you do



Reply to this



I CAN'T COMPILE IT ! Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-01-28 15:47:35 The demo works fine but i can't create new application , i have followed the example provide by "the short howto for debian linux" but i have this error : After a javac -classpath ../../../../red5.jar -d . Application.java The results : Found 5 semantic errors compiling "Application.java":



import org.red5.server.adapter.ApplicationAdapter; ^----------------^ *** Semantic Error: The class file "StatefulScopeWrappingAdapter.class" in "org/red5/server/adapter" has an invalid format (duplicate local variable type table).



public class Application extends ApplicationAdapter { ^----------------^ *** Semantic Error: Type "ApplicationAdapter" was not found.



log.debug("test called on: "+getName()); return val + val; ^-------^ *** Semantic Error: No accessible method with signature "getName()" was found in type "org.red5.server.webapp.myTest.Application".



return a + b; ^ *** Semantic Error: The type of this expression, "java.lang.Double", is not numeric.



return a + b; ^ *** Semantic Error: The type of this expression, "java.lang.Double", is not numeric. Please help me :o(



Reply to this



CLIENT OBJECT FOR REMOTE METHOD CALLS Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-02-28 09:41:37 Inside the method "add", it doesn't allow us to identify which client/connection is invoking this method. In FCS/FMS, its defined in Client.prototype.add = function() { .... } How is it done in Red5?



Reply to this



NEED DECENT DOCUMENTATION
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Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-03-01 15:06:02 Does anyone know if there is any decent documentation out there for red5? I'm not an expert in Java but I do know how to program and I've found what little help there is out there to be pretty ineffective. Most of what I have found is full of gaps and assumes too much of many people, a lot of people looking to use this are going to be designers with a little technical knowledge. If anyone knows of any good documentation or step by step guides that actually work then that would be much appreciated. [email protected]



Reply to this



Replies to this comment Let's add better documentation! (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-05-03 19:24:58)



CALL CLIENT-SIDE FUNCTION Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-03-26 22:15:28 hi, how do I call a client-side function from my java application?



Reply to this



VERY NICE. Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-05-19 23:12:28 I'm impressed, it took me some time to get all the information I needed to get up and running, but all works like a charm. Also very nice that you guys used Spring to wire the beans together. All the action script stuff looks pretty straightforward as well, although the use of shared objects is not entirely clear to me yet (I'm pretty new to as) My first steps now will be to use the demo apps and connect some flex stuff to it. Can't wait to get my feet wet and try and build my own custom applications on the server side. Any chance we can see some loadbalancing features in the future like for instance the rtmp loadbalancing solution adobe uses with jgroups ? Keep up the good work ! cheers F.
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HOW DO I CREATE ROOMS? DETECT WHEN SOMEONE LEAVES THE CONNECTION Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-05-28 15:22:21 how do i monitor when someone has connected to and disconnected from the server? what do i do? im completely new to java and most of the server side just looks giberish, i know actionscript pretty well, and i managaed to understand how the shared object was being used, i can manipulate the shared object from the client side with actionscript, but how do i control the connections from the server side, i see roomConnect (IConnection conn, Object[] params) in the API documentation but is there anything more you can tell us about how to use this feature? the documentation is very bad currently, can you please help.
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Replies to this comment registered connexion params whith mysql in red5 (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-06-22 23:58:44)



PUT APPLICATION.CLASS IN RE5.FAR FILE Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-06-27 11:07:13 Hi to all, i have just finished my first server application for red5 and now i have to publish it. As Shown in flashextension.com tutorial, i try to put my Application.class file in red5.jar file and then i started red5 service When i try con connect with flash the connection fails and said "Invalid application" does anyone know the reson? in the last version of red5 the red5.jar is not in lib folder but in the main folder... is it ok? Witch are the right steps to include my webApp?? Thanks Teo
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Replies to this comment Red5 Tutorial (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-09-01 13:10:39)



AFTER 1 COMPLTION I GET AN ERROR Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-09-30 00:57:00
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when i test the tutorial application it look just fine. but when i comiple it in aclipse (after opening the project) i get: description : No scope "tutorial" on this server. code : NetConnection.Connect.InvalidApp level : error level : status code : NetConnection.Connect.Closed ?



Reply to this



Replies to this comment red5 connection testing (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-10-15 20:25:54) (Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-10-27 23:58:34)



RED5 QUESTION Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-11-04 01:15:35 Hi, I have a question for you. It is possible to connect people 2by2 .. not all_by_all? I mean we have a conferation, and we are 4. It is possible that i can comunicate with somebody and the other can't see what we are writiing (like in yahoo messenger, or in any other messenger)? Cheers! Livius
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PLEASE HELP!!!! Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-12-12 10:09:31 Thank you so much for the nice artice .. I'm a ruby developer .. so i know i have to use jruby .. i really don't know where to put my .rb files .. or should i comiple them with jrubyc to get the .class files ?? or does red5 make them for me .. i have no idea .. i've been struggling here for sometime.
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RED5 AND JRUBY Posted by Anonymous User at 2007-12-22 17:37:22 I am also a ruby developer. I have been working with rails since it first became public, I have also been fighting with red5 and jruby for about two weeks now. It seems that very few people aside from the core developers know anything about scripting with jruby. I have sent several emails to the mailing lists and have also reported a bug in red5 pertaining to jruby scripting(see http://jira.red5.org/browse/APPSERVER-230). I have learned alot about red5 and java in general in the past two weeks but sorry to say as of right now I have yet to write a working jruby application. Here are a few pointers on the file structure required when working with jruby. red5/ .....webapps/ .........yourapp/ .............WEB-INF/ ..................classes/ .......................applications/ ..............................(your jruby sources go here) ...................red5-web.xml ...................red5-web.properties ...................web.xml The scripting how-to guide states that the applications directory needs to be in your applications root directory but the only working jruby example that I can find(oflaDemo) has the applications directory under the classes subdirectory. Furthermore, you will need to make sure that you only have one jruby.jar on your system. If you already have jruby installed I would remove it and only use the version that is shipped with red5. As I said so far my attempts at writing an application in jruby have failed horribly. One of the core developers(Paul Gregoire) has assured me that my application is failing do to a duplicate jar in the classpath. Which I don't really understand how that could be as I have the latest version of red5 from trunk and have done nothing more then the standard build and setup(see http://jira.red5.org/browse/APPSERVER-230#action_11083). My example jruby application can be found at http://tomfmason.net/svn/red5/trunk/red5Test. It is a work in progress but it may give you a decent starting point. Here would be the process for setting up the jruby version of that application. This assumes that you are using a *nix based OS and have svn and red5 installed and working. tomfmason:/usr/local/red5#cd webapps tomfmason:/usr/local/red5/webapps# svn co http://tomfmason.net/svn/red5/trunk/red5Test red5Test tomfmason:/usr/local/red5/webapps# cd red5Test/WEB-INF At this point you can remove any of the java version's files in the WEB-INF directory ie build.xml, build.properties and log4j.properties. Now we need to create or classes and applications directories tomfmason:/usr/local/red5/webapps/red5Test/WEB-INF# mkdir classes
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tomfmason:/usr/local/red5/webapps/red5Test/WEB-INF# mkdir classes/applications tomfmason:/usr/local/red5/webapps/red5Test/WEB-INF# cp -R src/applications/* classes/applications now I remove the src directory tomfmason:/usr/local/red5/webapps/red5Test/WEB-INF# rm -rf src Now you will need to check and make sure that the jruby web handler(in red5-web.xml) is uncommented and the java web handler is commented out. At this point you should be able to start the server and it should work. However, at the time of this writing it is not working for me do to the duplicate jar in the classpath. I really think that this is one of the most exciting projects out there and look forward to developing some really cool open source applications built on the jruby scripting features. Once I get this working I will write an article explaining how to write jruby applications in red5. Good luck, Thomas Johnson
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red5: howto create new applications






Every handler configuration file must contain at least three beans: CONTEXT. The context bean has the reserved name web.context and is used to map paths to scopes, lookup services and handlers. The ... streams. A sample implementation that can be used as base class can be found at org.red5.server.adapter. 
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Jun 28, 2008 - GHz which can be used for e.g. high speed packet radio (S5-PSK, 1.288 Mbit/s), ... result in easy possibilities for high speed wireless internet.
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The first version of this tutorial used a number of tools - GtkRadiant, Blender, Gimp, ... This document is separated out into two sections: creating artwork for Crystal .... more efficiently use the image when applying it as a texture to a 3D mesh.
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Jul 25, 2007 - version, how to get it and the main features. If you hear about ... Because of the large number of drivers, it has been divided in four sections, the first cover .... protocol, with fancy stuff such as RTS/CTS, virtual carrier sense an
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Jun 30, 2017 - Call the Events Department to add a workshop to your registration: (800) ... you register online or call the ACF National Office to addtickets to ...
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There was a problem previewing this document. Retrying... Download. Connect more apps... Try one of the apps below to open or edit this item. Create new ...
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